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Wednesday, October 16,1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Urges Students To Vote
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l-lumphrey Speaks Against Election Boycott
KANSAS CITY, Mo., (UPI)Hubert H. Humphrey today urged young students who are disenchanted with the presidential
candidates not to boycott the
election and said that if they do

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1960 FORD GALAXIE, 4-door hardtop,
y .. s. Automatic transmission, radio &
heater. $200, 1724 Lead SE, after 4 and
on weekends.

-

1964 WHITE MERCURY METEOR. Excellent condition, powe..- steering. brakes,
transmission. Heater & radio. $500. Call
256-2219.
1968 MONTESSA SCORPION 250cc. Save
$250 on 900 mile, like new Bike. Days
call 277-4744, evenings see at 2613 Dakota NE, Apt. 5.
CORRALES WINESAP APPLES. Freshly
picked. Crisp and tnngy. For eating,
cooking & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only $4 for a 40-pound box. Delivered
to the University area. Call 898-0450.
1966 SEARS MOTORCYCLE 106 cc. 4
cycle. Like new. Gary Johnson, 298-8623.
1965 VW Sedan. Excellent condition. Call
277-5209, Dr. Fritz Kempter.
TWO STUDENT NURSE'S UNIFORMS,
Complete. Size 12. Very good condition.
Call 247-9170 after 6 p.m.
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy,. 4-door. V-8,
Radio, Heater. Aaking $250. Come by
Lobo office, don't eaii. Aak for Burton.
1965 DUCAT! 250ec Motorcycle. Newly
Painted metalic blue. Must go. $360 with
helfet, e.xtra sprocket. Call 268·3065.
1967 SUZUKI-150cc. One owner. $295.00.
Call 266-1636.
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1345.
Engine in exc.cl1cnt shape; 24 m.p.g. in
town. Call 299-9161.
HELP WANTED
THIS CRUSOE needs a girl Friday; a
personable, ne.a.t and accurate typist ior
general office work. Mon ...Fri. 1 or 2
p.m.-5 p.m. Write resume c/o UNM
LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Porteble tape recorder and
tapes, for clnss lectures. Cheap (S) but
sturdy. Cn11 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J. MilogLw.
PLEASE help Cesar Chavez and migrant
worl<era I Picl;:et supermarkets in Grape
Boycott. Meet at Newmnn Center; Wed.
4:30 Plll; Sat. 11:30 All!.
WANTED: People interested in reduced
air fares to Washington, D.C. for Christrna.•. Group fore will be $166.00. Call
Mary, ext. 2326, or 84Z..9602, after 6:30
p.m. Remember there will be no standby or student ratea during Chrintmas.
WANTED: Two hnshers for sorority
house. Phone 248-9273.

THE PLEDGE CLASS of Phi Gnmma Delta challenges any one to do anything at
any time.
PERSONAL
2 GffiLS need third girl !or roommate for
nice house in Ridgecrest. $51 n. month.
Call 255-4361 or 247-2333.

they will be "betraying everything they said they were for."
Humphrey asked thousands of
cheering students, "are you going
to be part of the political action
or are you going opt out?"
He added, "To those to opt out,
I say they betray everything they
said they were for."
Humphrey spoke to about 4,000
persons jammed into the sweltering confines of the Rockhurst College auditorium in the first of a
series of appearances in Kansas
City. The crowd was comprised
mostly of students from the Catholic college but it also included a
sprinkling of grown ups, one bas-

McCarthy Still on Ballot
After New York Decision
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) - A
state court Tuesday seriously diminished Hubert H. Humphrey's
chances of winning New York's
valuable 43 electoral votes by
permitting Eugene J. McCarthy's
name to remain on the November
ballot.
In a unanimous one-paragraph
ruling, the Appellate Division
denied a motion by state party
chairman John J. Burns and
James T. Healey, a Democratic
elector, to reargue the case.
The Democrats want to keep
McCarthy's name off the ballot
because they fear it will siphon
off badly needed votes from Hubert Humphrey in their battle to
keep Richard M. Nixon from
capturing the state's electors.
McCarthy Asks To Be Included
McCarthy, who has refused to
support Humphrey, asked to be
included in the legal action aimed
at preventing the Coalition for
an Independent Candidacy ( CIC)
from putting him on the Nov. 5
ballot.
The Democratic party indicated
it would file a motion Wednesday
before the Court of Appeals, the
state's highest tribunal, to reargue the case. It was learned
that if the motion is granted,
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:Set hound and a periodically wailing baby.
The crowd was overwhelmingly pro-Humphrey but at one point
the vice president was interrupted
by scattered shouts of "We want
Gene!"
Humphrey snapped back, "I do
too!"
After the appla•Jse died down,
Humphrey added, "You see how
quickly we can resolve these
things."
In his opening remarks, Humphrey attacked Richard M. Nixon
for his refusal to back educational legislation and added, "I want
every boy and girl, rich or poor,
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former U.N. Ambassador Arthur
J. Goldberg: state chairman of the
Humphrey-Muskie campaign, will
argue the case.
The appellate division Tuesday
also declared a companion motion
to allow the state Democratic
party to intervene in the case
"academic and untimely."

black or white to have an education."
Humphrey received a boost just
prior to the speech when the Missouri Student Coalition for Humphrey-Muskie issued a statement
urging supporters of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy, Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller and Sen. Eugene McCarthy to back the Democratic
ticket.
Believes McCarthy's Wrong
"We believe Sen. McCarthy's
uncompromising p o s i t i o n is
wrong," the statement said.
"Most of us were disappointed in
August, but we are not willing to
set politics back 20 years because
the candidates are not perfect.''
The statement said "Emotional
self indulgence on the war in
VietNam- however well inten-

tioned - can mean less federal
help to those who need it most.''
The vice president appeared
Monday night in Evansville, Ind.,
where he drew a crowd of 14,000
at Robert Memorial Stadium.
Mayor Frank McDonald called it
the biggest political dinner ever
held in that city.
McDonald said 10,000 persons
paid $10 each to feast on chicken,
rolls and salad and listen to
Humphrey.

UNM ~lects Mary Sue Gaines
New Queen Reigns.
Over Homecoming

Sox & •artin

Plrmouth Soperear Clinic
Friday, October 18

Men's Ski Team
Will Organize

7- 10 P.M.

All men interested in a men's
ski team are urged to attend an
organizational meeting Thursday,
8 p.m. in Union Room 250-D.
The purpose of this meeting is
to orgainze a men's ski team to
represent UNM in competitional
skiing with other universities.

Campus Crime
Two teenagers were arrested
Saturday afternoon in the Zimmerman Library parking lot after
a UNM police officer observed
them breaking into a. car.
One of the boys had been looking into car windows before
breaking into a Mustang, officer
Seiler reported. While making
the arrests, Seiler noticed tools,
stereo tapes, and a stereo set in
the front seat of the car.
The Mustang, owned by John
Stanfield, had just been repaired
after it was burgled last week in
the same parking lot.
Both youths were advised of
their Constitutional rights and
turned over to juvenile authorities.

Cullaton-Gaines

RACING FLICKS- DRAG TALK- SUPER
STOCK RACE CARS - ENGINEERING TIPS
e FEATURING PLYMOUTH'S NO. 1 SUPER
STOCK DRAG RACE TEAM-RONNIE SOX &
BUDDY MARTIN e YOU'VE GOT A CHANCE
TO WIN A SPECIALLY-PREPARED
PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA, TOO!
The car center of town

LLOYD McKEE
lomas and Wyoming, N.E.

Perm a-type
ANTI-FREEZE

"I just couldn't believe they'd
called my name," cried a tearful
Mary Sue Gaines as she was
crowned 1968 UNM Homecoming
Queen in Popejoy Hall last night.
Lobo news sources report there
have been three other Black coeds chosen as homecoming queens
at predominantly white state universities.
"That's real great," commented
Black defensive tackle Woody
Jones on Miss Gaines' coronation.
"We're making progress on this
campus."
Concerning the absence of Black
escorts, Jones added, "They didn't
ask any of us. Perhaps they were
acting upon their own ignorance."
He felt the escort selection should
not have included a Black only
because Miss Gaines was a contestant, "They should have picked
someone last year or the year
before."
Homecoming Court
The homecoming court will consist of Carlene Kuchan, Santa
Ana, first runner-up, and Karen
Blonde Ellen Cu1laton, crowned 'VAC football queen in Provo, Utah Ewing, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
last weekend, embraces Mary Sue Gaines, 1968 Lobo Homecoming second runner-up. Miss Kuchan
Queen. Carlene Kuchan was elected as first attendant, and Karen was a contestant for the New
Ewing will serve as second attendant. The three will reign over UNM's Mexico State Fair Queen in 1965,
Mesa Vista Sweetheart and Derby
44th homecoming festivities, culminating Saturday night with the D.ay
Durling in ~967.
Sergio Mendes· Brasil '66 concert at Unh·ersity Arena.
Miss Ewing is currently the

Waits For Hanoi Assurance

LBJ Sees Possible Bombing Halt
By United Press International
Official sources in Washington
confirmed Wednesday that President Johnson hopes to announce
soon a complete halt to the bombing of North VietNam, although
one crucial snag remains. The disclosure came as reports of such a
breakthrough circulated on three
continents. ·
The Washington sources said
Johnson hopes to have the evidence and assurances he wants
from Hanoi to permit him to order the total bombing cessation
the North Vietnamese have been
demanding as a condition to full

peace negotiations.
But these sources stressed that
the potential Hanoi-Washington
agreement was not yet completed.
They said it still might collapse
because of difficulty over one point
in the formula-a comment made
earlier by Australian Prime Minister John G. Gorton who said he
was thoroughly familiar with the
course of meetings on the subject.
As reports of some movement
in the negotiations popped up and
persisted Wednesday in Saigon,
Paris, Washington and other capitals, the White House sought to
discourage expectations. It said

there had been "no basic change
in the situation no break"
through."
The official sources, however,
acknowledged there had been
some undisclosed discussions between North Vietnamese and U.S.
negotiators. They refused to disclose details.
Diplomatic Developments
These were the developments
on the diplomatic front:
-In Saigon, six high:ranking
South Vietnamese sources said a
bombing halt was imminent. They
said U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth
Bunker and President Nguyen
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Thursday, October 17, 1968

Reics Lopez Tijerina, the People's Constitutional Party candid a t c for governor, ;Yesterday
charged the Albuquerque Police
Dept. and a local newspaper with
"permitting a conspiracy of harassment" to be carried on against
him and members of his party.
Tijerina said that he and other
members of the party had been
"going through hell for the past
two years" and that the Albuquerque Police had "made no effort to apprehend the persons responsible for the harassment.''
Tijerina made the charge after
a car owned by state party chairman Wilfred Sedillo was vandalized in front of party headquarters on 3rd St. Tuesday night. All
of the car's windows were broken
with rocks, Sedillo said.
Vandals Fled
"1 heard noise outside," Sedillo
said, "but by the time I got
around to the front of the building the vandals had fled the
scene.''
Tijerina said the incident was
"just one of the many forms of

harassment carried on against us
and ignored by the police."
He said the phones in the headquarters building had been tapped
and repeatedly tied up with
threatening phone calls since the
party moved into the headquarters two years ago. He charged
that the police had not tried to
trace the sources of the phone
calls.
Tijerina also charged that the
Albuquerque Journal had hampered his campaign for governor by
"refusing to publicize my schedu I e d appearances around the
state."
He added, "The Lobo should
do something to separate itself
from the conspiratorial activities
of the local newspapers."
Tijerina Assaulted
Tijerina said he had been assaulted by "two Anglos" at the
corner of 2nd and Bridge Sts.
almost a yea1' ago and that a
local district attorney' still had
the case under investigation.
"I was chased for several blocks

before I was finally stopped,
pulled out of my truck, and assaulted by two Anglos,'' Tijerina
said.
He added that he had recerttly
been cited for parking illegally in
the party headquarters' parking
lot. "I was sitting in my own car
parked in my own parking lot
and a patrolman issued me a citation," Tijerina said.
Tijerina and Sedillo both
charged that they had been followed repeatedly by patrol cars
and that cars displaying "Tijerina for Governor" bumper stickers had been stopped several
times.
Tijerina, referring to an incident of a few months ago, expressed anger that a man who
allegedly tried to dynamite the
party headquarters had been sentenced to only 15 days of cleanup work at Bernalillo County Indian Hospital.
Tijerina said the man was a
former Bernalillo County sheriff's
deputy.

Van Thieu held an early morning
meeting. There was speculation in
Saigon that any breakthrough
might include Viet Cong and Saigon government representatives
in the Paris talks.
-In Paris, a U.S. spokesman
said there has been movement
since the talks on Viet Nam between the U.S. and Hanoi began
May 13. Neither side mentioned
the reports of a possible bombing
halt. There had been speculation
the departure Monday for Hanoi
of North Vietnamese adviser Le
Due Tho meant some kind of
breakthrough.
President Johnson, last March
31, suspended bombing north of
the 19th para1Iel, a territory that
includes Hanoi and the port of
Haiphong.

vice-president of Little Sisters
of Minerva.
'
The crowning of Miss Gaines
by Mary McPherson, 1967 homecoming queen, was followed by a
standing ovation from the estimated 250 t>pectators. She and
her court were presented with
roses by Joe Fiorillo, Homecoming chairman.
Home-Ec Major
Miss Gaines is a junior in Hokona Ha11 majoring in home ccomomics and minoring in choreography. She was among the top.,~
15 in the ;1.967 best dressed contest at UNM and was selected
Omega Psi Phi sweetheart. The
Roswell co-ed lists choreography,
African dances, fashion designing, and sports among her chief
interests. She has served as
sports manager for a house in
Hokona.
The coronation was the first
event of the Homecoming program. It will be followed by a
house decorations tour Friday
evening, a Pep Rally and dance
and a dance on the Union mall.
Saturday a parade will begin in
the morning followed by the
game, Sergio Mendes concert,
and dance in the Union Ballroom.
Other Candidates

Among the top ten vying for
the Homecoming crown were-Mary Louise Wi!Iiamson, Alpha
Chi Omega; Pat Gres, Pi Beta
Phi; Pat Walston, Delta Delta
Delta; Ellen Knight, Keppa Alpha Theta; Donna Fontecchio, independent; Susan Campbell, Chi
Omega, and Karen Sanchez, independent.
Each girl was escorted by a
member of the 1968 UNM football team.
During their presentation on
stage each girl was flanked by
the Naval ROTC honor guard.
Former Homecoming queens,
Redd Torres Eakin, 1965, Carol
Roth, 1966, and Mary McPherson,
1967, were present on stage during the ceremonies.
44 Year Tradition
Forty-four years ago homecoming became a part of UNM"' ·
tradition with the crowning in
1934 of Elizabeth Zimmerman. It
was originally sponsored by Mortar Board and later became part
of Las Campanas activities. It
then developed into a formal program of events for returning
UNM students.

Draft Counseling Bill
Approved by Senate
A bill establishing a Draft
Counseling Service at UNM was
.passed last night by th eUNM
Senate.
The bill establishes the service only as a matter of Senate
policy. Another bill involving fi·
nancing the measure will have
to be introduced and passed before the Draft Counseling Service
can become a reality.
The bill passed with one abstention (from Senate Suzanne Ralls)
after the defeat of an amendment
which would have made the vicepresident of Student Affairs a
member of the committee which
will hire the counselor. The
amendm.ent also would have provided that a representl)-tive from
the local Selective Service Board

. ..

would be an ex-office member of
the committee.
The bill provides that "a sp~
cial committee composed of the
A S U N M President, ASUNM
Vice-President and three
ASUNM Senators appointed by
the ASUNM Vice-President and
concurred by the ASUNM Senate" shall hire the draft counselor.
The amendment was defeated
after Ron Curry, associated students vice-president yielded his
gavel so that he could speak in
favor of the bill. Curry said, "I
think the committee should be left
entirely up to the students."
Suzanne Ralls, one of the au,thors of the amendment, met ·
(Continued on page 2)
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LETTERS

MExmco

Publlahed daily cvory week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications
of the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico. Second~class postage paid
at Albuquerque, Nf:W :M.exJco, Printed by the UNM Printing Plant. Subscription rate:
$5.00 !or the school year. The opinions cxprl?!lsed on the editorial pages of The New
Mexico Lobo do not necessarily repr-esent the views of the Associated Students or the
University~

EDITORIAL STAFF
Editor-in-Chief --------------·---------------------- Robert Burton
Managing Editor ----------------------------------- Wayne Ciddio
Sports Editor ---------------------------------------- Mike Perry
Campus Editor ------------------------------------ Grant Harvey
Wire Editor --------------------------------------- Grace Arnett
· Night Editor -------------------------------------- Sarah Laidlaw
Staff Writers ----··------ Joy Hart, Anne O'Brien, George Campbell,
Patricia Milner, Mary Anderson, Gay Cook, John Miloglav
Steve LaPrade, Sandra Schauer, Pat McCraw, Susan Smith,
John Moser, Bob Lowder, Shannon Robinson, Scott Sandlin
Cartoonist ---··-------------------------------------- Pat Trujillo
~f..hotographers ---------------------- Richard Stejskal, Larry Fuller

Vaughn Gives Cause
Of Campus Rebellion
Editor's note: The following article is the third portion of a
speech by Peace Corps Director,
Jack Vaughn before the American Management Association
Sept. 26:
Now the reason I have gone on
this long on the subject is not to
pat the Peace Corps on the back
, for its training programs-which,
-~ ~as I have said, still leave much to
be desired-or to heap coals of
fire upon academia-although I
don't mind giving it a hotfootbut to suggest that when students
rebel against their alma maters
they are likely to have more on
their minds than dormitory privileges or on-campus industrial recruiting or freedom of speech or
pot.
If I hear them rightly, they are
saying that they want a voice in
how universities are run because
they don't believe that when it
comes to the universities' main
job, education, they are run well
enough. And if that's what they're
saying, I agree.
4
;:

I

I
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Second Grievance
Which brings me to what I take
to be the second most important
~rievance young J.leople have today: not being treated like adults.
Once again it is in the universities that this grievance is
strongest. It is in the universities
that physically and emotionally
mature men and women are kept
in childish conditions of economic,
intellectual and psychological dependence.

._,

Not Given Responsibility
They are not given the responsibility they are fit for and entitled to. They are not given the
sense that they are participating
significantly in the world's work.
It seems to me that the most
effective single step that could be
_ >itaken to make young people-or
at least students--feel more a
part of the society they live in
would be not only to give them a
far greater voice than they have
in the management of universities, but to integrate university
activities far more fully than they
are now with the life of the
comnunity.
Colleges Outdated
For the cloistered, inward-look•
ing university may have been a
sensible model thirty years ago,
when higher education was under' taken only by the exceptionally
· privileged or exceptionally gifted.
It makes little sense today when
higher education is all but compulsory.
.,!r. Most young people in colleges

today are not there because·they
love learning, but because they
need college to get the jobs they
want. If they had their druthers
they'd be out enjoying the working world, not sitting at tL feet
of pedants in ivy-covered halls.
Three Functions of College
In an interview that appeared
in the New York Times yesterday, Charles Abrams said that a
university should have three functions, education, research and
service.
Rellearch is a function they perform all too often for the benefit
of special political or commercial
interests. Service to the community is a function they perform
hardly at all.
Let me quote Mr. Abrams, "Unless the university involves itself
in service, eventually it will be
ignored • . . If it does involve
itself, it will help settle the student problem. The student wants
to be involved. Students are activists. They want to be of service."
Must Move Rapidly
• • . They (the universities)
must move much more rapidly
than they are now moving: toward bringing representatives out
of the community into the university to teach and learn, and bringing students out of the university
into the community to learn and
teach.
I'm talking about studying
1anguages in the community's
foreign-language neighborhoods.
I'm talking about teaching philosophy the way Socrates taught
it, by walking around the community and meeting the people and
hearing the gossip and seeing the
sights and making those people
and. that gossip and those sights
the text of the lesson.
Police Teaching
I'm talking about teaching policemen sociology in university
lecture halls and teaching university students sociology by letting
them ride in police prowl cars.
Perhaps if such experienceg were
available there would be fewer
students anxious to call policemen "Pigs," and fewer policemen
anxious to break students' skulls.
I applaud the sociology teacher
from Berkeley who last spring
made participation - boda fide
participation, not sideline observation - in the Poor People's
Match on Washington a part of
one of his courses. Those students
learned sociology with their eyes
and ears and noses and arms and
legs and hearts, not just with
their heads.

I

ORTHODOXY V. HERESY
To the Editor:
The National Observer of Italy
today reports a growing rift
within the Church structure surrounding an invitation issued by
students of the theological school
at the Universitas Catholicum,
Bologna, to an ex-priest, Mr. M.
Luther. Luther has been asked to
appear as a guest lecturer in a
course on "Orthdoxy and Heresy."
The students, whose suggestion
was approved by a faculty committee, reasoned that since orthodoxy was well-represented in the
curriculum, it would be educational to hear from a heretic.
However, the college of cardinals,
led by Jesse Cardinal Unrude, objects to the invitation on moral
and dogmatic, as well as financial,
administrative, theological, legal,
illegal and authoritarian grounds,
. pointing out that Mr. Luther has
married since he left the priesthood and that he is presently under ex-communication.
The students reply that they
are mature enough to evaluate
Mr. Luther's statements and that
no Church funds are involved.
Nevertheless, high officials remain adamant. Said Cardinal Unrude, "This man is morally unfit
to teach theology. It is generally
known that his arguments are
emotional, not rational, and that
he is dedicated to the overthrow
of the Church by violent means."
Cardinal Unrude has been joined in this dispute by Ronald Cardinal Regis, whose bid for the
papacy recently went up in smoke.
Cardinal Regis (of Holyword)
said the invitation was "unfortunate'' and called for a complete

TO THE

investigation. His Holiness has
been silent on the matter.
Dr. Philip K. Bock
DRAFT ADVICE
To The Editor;
The New Mexico Resistance has
set up permanent draft counseling sessions near the university
to begin Tuesday, Oct. 15. The
sessions will be held at the
Friends Meeting' House, 815 Girard NE, on Tuesdays from 1 :30
to 5 p.m. and Wednesdays from 6
to 8 p.m.
The Resistance feels that draft
counseling is a service sorely
needed by young men of draft
age; the counseling should be
available regardlegs of the action
taken on campus by the Student
Senate.
If the Student Senate decides
to sponsor a draft counseling program it will take a long time to
put the program into operation.
In the meantime, the Resistance
will provide the service.
The Resistance also realizes the
need of counseling for the other
young men of Albuquerque who
cannot afford to go to college or
who choose not to go. These men
might be excluded from an Associated Students counseling program that was set up to help
only students. The Resistance will
counsel these men.
The Resistance draft counselors
are experienced and well trained.
They have completed two training courses, one with the nationally known draft lawyer from
Los Angeles, Bill Smith, and a
refresher course early in October.
Jeffrey Smedberg
9621 4th St. NW
898-1798.

SPEECH POLICY
Open letter to Harold Lavender.
You were quoted (cerrectly, I
hope) in Wednesday's Lobo as
stating that the University's policy on demonstration is "that a
demonstration is an expression of
free speech as long as it is nonviolent and does not interfere
with the activities of the University.''
Well-! wonder if you would
want to go so far as to state that
the University considers an
ROTC drill expressive of nonviolence-or that such militarytype demonstrations on a campus
do not interfere with the "proper"
activities of the University.
My thinking on this subject
may be a bit fuzzy, but it's hard
for me to understand just where
the lines of University policy are
drawn. Can you clarify please?
Right now the presence of
ROTC on campus would seem to
be somewhat inconsistent with at
least the spirit of your statement.
Name withheld by request

and race.
Humphrey made the riot statement prior to leaving a cheering
2% day campaign in Missouri for
New York City and the traditional Al Smith Day dinner, where he
crossed paths with his Republican
opponent, Richard M. Nixon.
He talked about riot control to
about 1,000 white housewives and
students during a question-andanswer session at the Christian
Brothers College, a Catholic military high school in Clayton, Mo.
"There is no excuse for any-

Draft Bill Approved • • •
(Continued from page 1)
with strorig disappoval from
several simators when she suggested that a representative from
the draft board would help ensure
that the counselor would be objective and neutral. She also received objections when she said
that she felt that Dean Lavender,
vice-president of Student Affairs,
should be on the committee because he will receive public objections to the measure.
In regard to including someone from the· draft board on the
committee, Senator Steven van
Dresser .$;:tid, "It sounds like you
are trying to get a tax lawyer
and you'l'e going' to the Internal
Revenue' SerVice." The remark
brought laughter from a majorit yof the senators.
Senator Lee Pittard, one of
the co-authors of the bill, stressed that the. Senate decides policy
for 11,000 UNM students. "I
would like to see the Senate de-

LOV'e You! '(ouke:

body standing by and permitting
other people to steal and loot,''
the vice president said.
Pointing to his recent policy
statement on the issues of law and
order, the Democratic contender
said the way to handle riots is
with "massive manpower, hopefully with nonlethal weapons. He
said enough force should be used
':'to subdue the riot promptly."
Humphrey was also asked by a
housewife about his Viet Nam
policy. He declined to answer beyond referring to his Salt Lake
City speech in which he said he
judged a bombing halt an acceptable risk if the North Vietnamese
responded by indicating in some
way they would restore the demilitarized zone in VietNam to a
demilitarized status.
"If I should stutter for a moment, there are theologists on
VietNam that will write a whole
new story about it," Humphrey
said. ". . . I think the greatest
service I can perform for you today is to ask you to read my
speech I gave in Salt Lake City

cide something for UNM," he
said. "And I would like to see
anyone who objects come to the
Senate and confront it."
Pittard had explained earlier
that he feels that the main purpose of the bill is to provide an
objective person whom students
can contact to get information
about the draft and the Armed
Services.
Shortly before the meeting end•
"
Humphrey visited .the construced, Pittard introduced another
bill which would establish "an ad tion site of a supermarket being
hoc committee for the purpose of built by a Negro self~help group.
studying and listablishing official He made a strong Matement in
student demanc!s regarding the favor of equal rightS and asked
his predominantly Negro audience
current parking- situation."
Pittard explained that the Cam- of about 500 persons to turn their
pus Planning Committee, which ~backs "on those who preach hate
establishes parking regulations ., and division."
"Let's turn our backs on those
is made up of thirteen members
- but only one ·of them i!l a stu- that thing we're going too fast
dent. "1 feel that right now we when we've been so late and so
don't have a say in what happens, slow in doing the things we should
and I would like to have a say," have been doing a hundred years
Pittard said.
ago," he said.

...
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ALAMOGORDO, N.M. (UPI)A relaxed George C. Wallace, at
ease and laughing for the first
time in days, Wednesday visited
the chicken coop where he and
his late wife and their baby
daughter lived when he was a
private in the Army air corps.
He recalled that he left town
owing the grocer $12.
The grocer, Henry Searcy and
his wife, Mary, were on hand to
confirm that Wallace paid his
dept when he got to Topeka, Kan.,
his next post before he was dis-

charged after serving in the Pacific theater aboard a World War
II B-29 bomber.
First To Visit
"This is the biggest thing ever
to l·appen in Alamogordo," said
Mrs. Searcy. "He's the first presidential candidate ever to visit
here. Alf Landon'.a train went
through in '36, but he didn't even
bother to stop."
.
Wall ace, wearing a double vent
blue pinstripped suit and carrying
a Havana cigar in his hand,
laughed aloud and joked with

Arkansas Evolution Law
Taken t:o Supreme Court:

'.'

I
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- In a
modern version of the famed
Scopes "Monkey Trial" 43 years
ago, an attorney argued before
the Supreme Court Wednesday
that Arkansas' ban on teaching
evolution in public schools should
be ruled illegal.
..,. . Eugene R. Warren of Little
Rock, Ark., representing a former
teacher at the city's Central High
School, said the law was a "bogeyman" for teachers, suppressed the
search for knowledge and didn't
work very well anyway.
"When some teachers reach
that chapter in the book, the
teacher tells the students that the
reading of that chapter is illegal,"
Warren told the court.
Read It Immediately
"Of course the students run to
that chapter and immediately
read it," he said.
The law forbids teaching mankind ascended or descended from
a lower order of animals.'' It was
approved 180,991 to 63,406 in a
1928 referendum, three years after the John T. Scopes "Monkey
Trial" pitted William Jennings
Bryan against Clarence Darrow
in a Dayton, Tenn., courtroom.

Scopes, defended by Darrow,
was convicted but a higher court
reversed the decision.
The Arkansas law, challenged
by Mrs. John 0. Epperson, 27,
wife of an Air Force captain,
was upheld last year by the Arkansas Supreme Court.
No Support
Assistant Arkansas Atty. Gen.
Don Langston, defending the
state law, noted the state court's
brief ruling gave no reason for
supporting the statute.
"Maybe it didn't have any,"
Justice William J. Brennan Jr.
suggested.
Langston appeared apologetic
in arguing for the law but said it
is neutral and bans the Biblical
story of creation as well as the
Darwinian theory of evolution.
"A state has the right to set
the curriculum in its schools,"
Langston said.
Warren said the law was a
teachers' "bogeyman" because it
left them "confused, uncertain
and concemed" about whether
they couldn't discuss the Darwin
evolution theory at all or merely
couldn't tell students the theory
was true.

the townspeople while standing
outside the one-story, one-time
chicken house rented to him in
1945, when housing for servicemen at Alamogordo Army air
base was hard to come by.
"We rented it from C. H. Bardwell," Wallace said. "He asked
me, 'Do you have children?' You
know most people don't want to
rent to people with children.
Must Have Children
"Well, I said, 'Yes, sir, we have
a baby.' He said, "We've got a
place for you then.' He said, 'I
have some children who have children and I don't rent to anyone
who doesn't have children.' "
Wallace's visit in warm sunshine after three crowded and
tenlle days of campaigning before
frequently unresponsive audiences
was a welcome change of pace for
the third party presidential candidate, who has complained for
several days of the demanding
schedule arranged for him by his
staff.
Wallace flew to New Mexico
from Los Angeles and motorcaded
through the flat streets of Alamogordo to the city's Alameda Park,
where police said about 5,000 people-one-sixth of the city's population-waited more than an hour
to hear him.
Some Heckling
There was some heckling while
Wallace delivered his standard
campaign speech and an empty
soda can came flying from the
crowd in the direction of Wallace.
But for the most part his audience
was polite.
One Negro woman, living in a
shed only about 20 yards behind
Wallace's platform and his ampli-

fiers, stood in her doorway, her
hands clapped over her ears.
"Too loud for you?" the woman
was asked.
"Not only too loud," she said,
speaking above the din of the
amplifiers, "But I don't like what
he is saying either. I can hardly
wait for him to leave."
Not Much Money
Wallace said when he lived in
the chicken coop at 912% Texas
St., he did not have much money
and had to take a part time job to
support his family.
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"We were poor," he said. "But
you didn't think anything about
it. Now we have people who whine
and cry ..."
Wallace approached the door of
the beige colored stucco building.
An aide, already inside, called out,
"Governor, there's a lady in here
who says you owe her two months
rent."
Wallace was trailed by youngsters, including Negro children
who approached to shake his
hand.

UNM French Benefit

PARIS RIVE GAUCHE
Oct. 22, 1968-8 P.M.-STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
$1.50 Students and Faculty
$2.50 General Admission

CAMPUS tAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
2-'7-0836

Sergio M.endes

*

._'li

Presented by
ASUNM Popular Entertainment and Homecoming Committees
At UNM Arena Oct. 19, 8:15 PM
Tickets On Sale At Popejoy Hall Ticket Office 2n-3411
3.00-4.00-5.00-6.00
Student Discount $1.00
Send Mail Orders to S.U.B. C/o Sergio Mendes
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• WINROCK
• NOB HILL
• DOWNTOWN

GUARANTEED SALE! if we do not have
your sizeS color-- we'll give you one free
This offer is for 3
OnlyThursday,
Friday &
Saturday,
Oct. 17, 18, 19JUST IN TIME
FOR UNM
HOMECOMING!

Jockey~

\SPOBT JIGIBT
$10
This great Designer Guild Jdcket is a natural
for the stadium and sports activities everywhere. It has the sleek ski and boating look,
with zip-out . hood in the collar. Zip front
drawstring waist, elastic pushup sleeves, one
handy breast pocket. 100% nylon, waterrepellent and automatic wash and wear.

* WE GUARANTEE TO FIT YOU IN ANY
OF THESE FIVE COlORS IN ANY
OF FOUR SIZES!

(

.

'

FIVE COLORS!

HURRY TO YOUR NEAREST
STROMBERGS STORE FOR
YOUR JOCKEY JACKET IN THE
COLOR YOU PREFER ••. AND IF
WE CAN'T FIT YOU, WE WILL GET CHAI~GEl'
ONE FOR YOU AT ABSOLUTELY NO

DAGHINI'S1 AND S!..ICK [

'

Wallace Greets Friends 1n Alamogordo

ANSWERS POLLACK
To The Editor:
Tell Ken Pollack his student's
priority is football.
Remind him that he helped register students on a day when afternoon and evening classes only
were available.
Maybe morning classes should
be reserved at registration for
those who participate in intramurals. Or better, change the
whoie unfair registration system.
Geri Richard

I
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HHH Urges Riot Control
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI)-Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey,
campaigning at a hectic pace, told
a group of suburban St. Louis
housewives Wednesday there is
"no excuse" for police or soldiers
to stand by during riots "and permit other people to steal and
loot."
On a campaign stop a short
time later, the vice president asked members of a racially mixed
audience to tum their backs on
"those who say we're going too
fast" in the field of civil rights
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Deep Navy
Nugget Gold
lobo Red
Avocado
Agean Blue
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• EXTRA LARGE
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At Mescalero Reservation

Indian Advisors Will Meet
The advisory board for tha Indian Community Action Program
(CAP) associated with UNM will
meet Thursday and Friday at the
Mescalero Apache Reservation at
Mescalero.
Tentative plans include a tour
of the reservation Thursd11y
afternoon and the board meeting
Friday morning at the Sierra
Blanca ski lodge on the reservation.
The board, made up of UNM
officials and representatives of Indian and government organizations, will discuss progress made
in the program in meeting needs
of Indian people, and the future
role of UNM in Indian affairs and
programs.
UNM serves in an advisory capacity for Indian CAP projects for
the Pueblo communities, the Jicarilla and Mescalero Apache reservations in New Mexico and the
Southern Ute R~Jservation in Col-

Chester Travelstead, academic
vice president at UNM; Dr. Harold W. Lavender, UNM vice president for student affairs; and Dr.
Miles V. Zintz, professor of elementary educations at UNM.
One project sponsored by the
Community Program is a workshop whose purpose is to promote
contact between the committee
and UNM faculty.
The workshop was requested by
L. E. Roberts, director of the Indian CAP project, who says an
important reason for it is to develop an exchange of views l>etween the instructors and members of the Indian CAP organization, which provides advisory services for local community &ction
agencies involved in Indian projects.

The Indian CAP members are
all high school graduates. Pa:;;t
that stage, their education varies.
Some are enrolled as freshmen
and some have master's degrees.
Fifteen employees . are Indians.
After three weeks' discussion
of the general characteristics of
American civilization by Dr. Al
bert Vogel, who planned the
workshop, discussions have concentrated on political and economic institutions.
BEIRUT (UPI) -Iraq, which
recently banned long hair, now
plans to outlaw the miniskirt.
Authorities in Baghdad announced Wednesday miniskirts will be
banned throughout the country as
of Dec. 1,

or~:~do.

unr. Knock"

"Dr. Knock," a sparkling satire
by Jules Romain, is being rehearsed by (from left to right)
Jacob Matteson, playing Monsieur Parpalaid; Milburn Mehlhop, playing Dr. Knock; Jamie
Berger, playing Madame Parpa. laid; and Pat Finn. playing Jean.
The play will run on Oct. 18-20
and Oct. 25·27~ The tickets for
each 8:30 p.m. performance may
be obtained at the Rodey Hall box
office which is open f:rom 3:30 to
6 :30 p.m. daily.

Some of those planning to attend the meeting include Dr. Ferrel Heady, UNM president; Dr.

Roi-tan

CIGARS

Exchange Association
Offers Foreign Jobs
The International Association
for the Exchange of Students ior
Technical Experience (IAESTE)
is offering on-the~job practical
training experience during the
summer vacation with profession-... al colleagues in other counties.
Training wi.ll be in architecture,
engineering or science. Students
in the program will include both
men and women, and range from
those who have completed their
sophomore year through some
who require only a dissertation to
complete a doctorate.
Offers Submitted
Business iirms and other organizations such as research institutes of member countries submit offers. Candidates are nominated by matebing the requirements of the offers received with
the qualifications of the students
who have applied.

The individual student reviews
the details of the offer and the
firm reviews the qualifications of
the student prior to final acceptance by both,
The trainees pay their own
travel costs and expenses for
items such as passports and gifts.
Documents Needed
,:The national committee of the
receiving country arranges for
necessary documents, assists with
housing arrangements and provides orientation materials and
programs. The sending country
arranges for health and accident
msurance, and often arranges for
reduced-rate transportation for
its own outgoing trainees.
For more inform&tion, contact
the Office of Intern~:~tional Serv~
ices, 1717 Roma NE, 2'77-4005.

DOWN
WITH
SOILED

SUMMARIES!
Up with Eaton's Corrasable aond Typew~ter P~~[~
...\

An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special tr"""~~7"7"....,..,=_,.,

wh~E~~~~~;~~~~~~~ ~4~1ilt
) ··

medium, heavy weights and Onion •··.·. f ;fiJi~
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500?heet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores . t.Y.PtrW.RJ'tEBJi.·
'·-·-· .:-·-·
and Departments. · <; c .·> ·

.ihifli:ictfri/

Only Eaton makes Corrasable~
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

. ..
.

' '

.~

..

$3.77 for box of 50
Regular 10¢ each

TRADITION ...

Slm.~
TUXEDO RENTAL

Coot and
Trousers
$6.50

FIRST ond GOLD

Complete •
Outftt
$10

247-4347

BELLAsHess
DEPARTMENT STORE
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Support: of Youth
P~edged
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)Republican Richard M. Nixon
promised Atnerican mothers he
would protect their sons from future wars Wednesday and pledged
a new role for the nation's youth
who feel "over-powered, over-patronized and over-protected."
In the first of a series of nationwide radio speeches, Nixon
unveiled plans for a new government department-a youth service agency designed to offer a
challenge to those who "think the
way to make a mark in life is to
scrawl a slogan on the wall."
The GOP presidential candidate
took time out from a day of rallies in this city for a 15-minute
telephone briefing from President
Johnson on rumors of peace plans
from Saigon.
Put-Down of Women
In a statement to a group of
women supporters, Nixon said the
Johnson- Humphrey administration "in its put-down of women,
has set a bad eJ~:ample to industry,
to labor, and to the professions.''
Noting that three million more
women than men can enter the
polling booth in November, Nixon
said peace in VietNam was uppermost in their minds.
"New leadership will end this
war in a way that will prevent
boys now 15 and 16 from having
to fight another war later," Nixon
declared.
Johnson reached Nixon at the
union station railroad terminal
where thousands cheered the GOP
contender, despite bad acoustics
in the cavernous waiting room.
The station reception contrasted
sharply with a dull, but respectful
crowd of Future Farmers of
America (FFA), who listened to
Nixon discuss agriculture problems at the municipal auditorium.
Worry About Youth
But Nixon's radio s p e e c h
(NBC) was a plea for the nation
to worry about its youth, not just
the "Yippies, hecklers and hot
heads."
"We can handle the wild-eyed,
but tbe greater danger is from
those who simply d<> not care at

by Nixon
all, from the bored and alienated
and disengaged.''
Nixon said in Iris youth service
agency, "The by-word will be
challenge, not handout." He said
the agency would work this way:
-Open channel section. This
section would maintain communication in Washington with the
wide range o:f youth groups along
with "alienated and rebellious
groups and individuals as well."
Physical Fitness
-Sports and fitness. The emphasis here would be on physical
development of the youth. He not;.
ed more than half of the nation's
youngsters are rejected because of
physical and mental conditions.
-World youth activity. "Communist nations wisely cultivate
this area and we do not.'' The aim
would be to have American youth
represented at world festivals and
support student eJ~:change programs.
-Youth people's ombudsman.
Nixon said this would be staffed
by young people well versed in
government operations who would
act as champions or advocates of
complaints and new ideas and
channel them to the various federal agencies.
Nixon again repeated his plan
to make military service "entirely voluntary" and reiterated his
support of the 18-year-old vote.

Give A Damn
About Human Man
THUNDERBIRD
English

Departm~nt

Student Publications

Contribution Dead Line: November 1

Hughes announces new
openings on the

TECHNICAL STAFF.

Paulsen Ignores
KUNM Queries;
Refutes Promise
(UP!) .Alas, alack. The only
true-blooded, all-American candidate for president has been found
to not keep his word any better
than a professional politician.
Pat Paulsen, the comedian with
the basset-hound face who declared for the presidency and an~
nounced he would meet with the
press anywhere or anytime - is
unreachable by KUN'M.
A KUNM spokeSillan saya the
station would like to endorse him
and really find out if his vicepresidential running mate is going to be bosomy actress RaqueJ
Welch. But although they have
tried to contact him four times,
they have yet to speak with Paulsen. Once they got to his secretary, and another time to his manager, but Paulsen has ignored
their requests to return a call.

Debaters Place
At Tournament
A pair of UNM debaters took
third place in the senior division
of the University of Wyoming
Debate Tournament held in Laramie, Wyo.
Nick Noeding and Wally Melendres defeated the Air Force Academy in the quarter~finals beiore
losing to Stanford University in
the semi~finals.
Melendres also placed third in
the extemporaneous s p e n king
competition.
This was the first time this Fall
that UNM debate teams participated in competition.

Assignments exist for Engineers
graduating in 1969 with B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D degrees in
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
HUGHES-FUllERTON Engineering
laboratories assignments range front
research to hardware development
and operolional support of products
and systems in the field. Our current .
aclivities involve the advanced tech· '
nologies of phased-array frequency- '
scanning radar systems, real-time
general purpose computers, displays,
datu processing, satellite and surface
communications 5ystems, surface-toair missile systems end tactical command/control systems .
For oddilionol information on the
opportunilies offered at HUGHESFUllERTON in Southern Californiaand to arrange for a personal interview with our Staff representatives,
please contact your College Placement Office or write: Mr. D. K. Horton,
Supervisor, Professional Staffing,
HUGHES·FUUERTON, P. 0. Box
3310, Fullerton, Califorrlio 92634.

On-campus interviews
October 31
r------------------~

I

I

:HUGHES:
l
I
L------------------J
HUGHES AIRC::RAfi COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer- M & F I U.S. Ciliz<onship is required
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Editor's Note: The San Jose
State Spartans come to town this
Saturday for a homecoming game
with UNM at University StadiuDl.
Coming into this game the Lobos
will be one-touchdown favorites to
avenge a 52-14 loss to the Spar·
tans last year. The following is
how the Spartans shape up for
this .. game .. froDl ..Larry _Close,
sports information director at San
Jose State College.
SAN JOSE, Calif.-Forced to
juggle its lineup because of nu. · merous injuries, San Jose State
will be out to even up its win-loss
record this Saturday afternoon
when it takes on winless UNM in
a homecoming contest at University stadium.
The Spartans are 1-2 this season, both defeats coming at the
hands of nationally ranked Stanford University and the University of California. San Jose State
opened its home season with a
25-21 triumph over rival Fresno
State.
Meanwhile the Lobos are awaiting to break qut a 14-game losing
streak which dates l>ack to last

The UNM soccer team plays its
season opener Saturday Dlorning
against San Jose State. Most of
the starters are back froDl last
year's chBDlpionship squad.

i .

Soccer ToMe

UNM Soccer Squad

From Coast to Coast

the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
af College Men
and Women

.

GIR~S ;_ GJR~S·.-.GIRLS .., GJRLS
S.end for our free Co lot qtal.og
.-h1ch otters o~N '5C(' ~h '···· . 1 • .:
14kt Oolcf p!ef~ea e:m.,,,: ·n ~.'! ···,.
to you pnces o•e ?5 · t·. ;.: · ::- ,·,
reta11, Send 2~c
p ·'!.I,;•· ;w:: ',··
df,ng to: DIMAR Earring Co .. fl. •·:,
PO. Box 531 rham1. f, • ~J·.r:, ...

This year's team is a solid favorite to repeat as title holder.
Of the 10 men returning from last
year's team, nine were starters.
The top scorer :from last yeiU''S
llquad, Ali Selahvarszi, is back
again to lead the Lobo attack.
Other top veterans are Ben Sopo·
paz, Rimi Mamadou, Roberto Fantechi, Badru'Kiggundu and Odudu
Iineuey.
Not Sancl.ioned
Since soccer ill not an official intercollegiate sport ih the U.S., the
University does. not provide the ·
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Perkins Passes

li

San Jose State quarterback Don Perkins (12) throws a pass against
Stanford. Throwing block against Stanford defensive end John Haygood (89) is flanker Willie Riley (29). Others pictured are Jamie
Townsend (34), Joel Stonebraker (66), and John Abernathy (51).
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Perkins Will Come Home
Yes, Martha, Don Perkins will
play again in Albuquerque. Contrary to rum or s circulating
around town, the Dallas Cowboys
didn't sent their All-pro running
back and eight year veteran of
the NFL back to college for more
on-the-job training. The Don Perkins that will be in the Duke City
is the new starting quarterback
for the San Jose State Spartans,
homecoming opponents .for the
Lobos. The teams meet this Saturday afternoon at University

Stadium at 1:30.
Perkins was elevated to the
starting post last week, becoming
the third starting quarterback for
San Jose this season, taking over
that post from Russ Munson
(younger brother of Detroit Lion
QB Bill) and Mark Woods.
In the first three Spartan
games, Perkins saw limited action
but managed to complete eight of
18 passes for 84 yards and one
touchdown. He has had one pass
interceptcd.

10 job open lngs $126 a week for 20
. hours work If you meet our requirements. Must be 20 or older and have
tronspartation. Interviews will be held
In Albuquerque and can be applied.
for by writing F. 0. Torres, 126
Richmond S.E. Suite 5 Albuquerque.
87106. (Please include your phone
. number)

Gurkha Tweed Exclusively by Clubman

October 18, 19, 20

15c

· make th•s·MIRAG_E fmd •+'s own too!
, ·' . ' .
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Ben's Barber

Shop

Look Your Best
For Homecoming
(across from the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E. 255-4371

Chukker Turtleneck by Lord Jeff

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL

in

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

1

HENRYS

This year's Yearbook wants your photography. We want a true
picture of the students life here: the dorms, the Greeks, clubs, outings, love-ins, meditations, creative, dynamic, and peaceful pictures.
This is going to be a new and exciting book but we need your interest and your pictures to help create it.
, Please submit your pictures any time to the yearbook office in the
Journalism Building. Put your name, phone anCI any other notes you
feel might contribute ·to the picture.
We ~now pho,fog~ap~y i• ! finding it'~ own. h~re at UNMr so let•s

Verne Boatner Arizona ;Republic Sports editor has his problems.
I-Iis real name is La Verne, and he
occasionally has to use his full
name when completing forms, like
motel registers. Last week in
Mexico City, he received a note
from the motel requesting that he
share his twin-bedded room with
a roommate, a Miss Maria Somebody. La Verne was getting interested now. What does Miss
Maria look like, he asked over the
phone. Flustered, the hotel operator cut off the call. At last report, La Verne was moping
around his room-alone.

Part Time Employment

..

All Day-All Night
Friday-Saturday-Sunday

The Spartans have played five
games against the Lobos and have
won four of the contests. Last
year the Lobos were waxed 52-14
by SJS.

WANTEO
MALE STUDENTS

The Leather "Nor die" by Cresco

SUPER
SHAKES
FISH
SANDWI

I

'

ar1d Hair Styling

)I

team with a regular coach. So the
squad has selected two of its own
members to handle the coaching
duties. Jamal Pritchard, whose
home is in South Africa, is in
charge of the offense and Jorge
De Bedoya coaches the defense.
Jimenez reports that negotiations are underway to select a
.full time conch for the team and
.that the field has been narrowed
to a few prospects. The new coach
will take over the soccer helm
next semester.
Need Student Support
Team members are hoping to
get enough student support for
soccer to make it an official intercollegiate sport. As things now
stand, the team members reach
into their own pockets to meet
most of their expenses. The UNM
physical education department
provides jerseys, and limited university funds are sometimes
available, but Jimenez said that
the squad is almost always in
some sort of financial bind.
The team sports a 14-2-2 overall record and went undefeated
last season.

Lobos Favored

•

(Continued from page 6)
back candidate AI Saunders suffered a head injury two weeks
ago, missed the Cal contest, and
was ruled out for the year last
week.
Shocldey Lost
During the week of the Cal
game the Spartans lost the services of tailback Walt Shockley
who suffered torn ligaments in his
right knee in the victory over
Fresno State. Shockley was released from a San Jose hospital
last Friday after recovering from
knee surgery.
To compensate for injuries, the
Spartans have been forced to
make some adjustments on offense and defense.
Some of the changes will find
Dwight Tucker moving over to
right offensive end, Frank Weirath or Terry Kline starting at left
halfback and Mike Scrivner going
at right halfback.
Jackson Switches
On defense Mike Flemons has
moved from tackle over to the
right Iinebacking slot while Tony
Jackson has been switched to left
linebacker.

fornia two weeks ago, the Spartans have had two weeks to prepare for the Lobos.
It was hoped that the week off
would enable SJS to recover from
some of its bumps and bruises,
but instead the injury situation
became worse with the announcement that two more players have
been lost for the remainder of the
season.
Linebacker Bill Vasquez suffered torn ligaments in his left knee
against Cal and underwent surgery last week. All-America corner( Continued on page '7)

Beating itself with its own mistakes, New Mexico bowed to
Utah, 30-'7, in a Western Athletic
conference game last week to extend its 1968 record to 0-5.
"I thought we played well early
in the game until a couple of
careless mistakes cost us the contest," Rudy Feldman said. "David
Bookert ran very well. He ran
very hard and picked up good
yardage for us "he gained 125
yards on the ground."
San Jose coach Harry Anderson has named Don Perkins, a
junior from Piedmont, Calif. to
start at quarterback for the
Spartans. This will be Perkins'
collegiate debut as a starting
quarterback although he has seen
action in all three games this
season.
Two Weeks Practice
Following a 46-0 loss to Cali-

.Opens Third Season
By BOB LOWDER
Sports Writer
The UNM soccer team will open
its 1968 season this weekend
when it plays host to San Jose
State College. The game is set for
10:00 a.m. Saturday and will be
played on Coronado Field, located
just east of Johnson Gym. There
is no admission charge.
Team spokesman and acting
captain, Orlando Jimenez, promises a homecoming victory for
UNM fans (Coach Feldman, take
note).
In Soccer League
The Lobo soccer team is a member of the young southwestern
Soccer ~ague and has been the
champion ior both years that the
league has been in existence.
Members of the six team league
are: New Mexico State, Colorado
State, University of Colorado,
Colorado College, New Mexico
Tech and UNM.
The fact that soccer is not yet
as popular in the United States as
it is in the rest of the world is
reflected in the team membership.
All but a few of the players are
ioreign students. The roster has
the look of a small l3cale United
Nations with representatives
from Mexico, Iran, Uganda, Morocco, San Salvador, and numerout other European, South American and African nations. Most of
the players participate in local
amateur league competition when
they are home on vacation.
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Tijerina Excluded From Absentee Ballots
By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
I!.eies Tijerina is not listed as
a gubernatorial candidate on the
absentee ballot now being mailed
to applicants by county clerks in
New Mexico.
Although voters can still writein Tijerina's name, he has been
officially removed from the absentee ballot. Secretary of State
Ernestine· Evans had not certified the candidacy of Tijerina and
nine other nominees representing
the People's Constitutional Party
and :for this reason she deleted
their names from the ballot.
Will Accept Witt's Advice
Before a federal court yesterday, Mrs. Evans stated that she
would accept the advice of Attorney General Boston Witt concerning the legal qualifications
o:f the PCP candidates.
Witt answered Mrs. Evans letter concerning the qualifications
of the candidates with an emphatic "No.'' without explanation,
Mrs. Evans said.
"All other parties submitted
certificates of their candidates'

qualifications, the PCP did not,"
Witt explained,
A spokesman from Mrs. Evans'
office said that Witt's statement
was not entirely true since the
Democratic and Republican parties were the only pa1ties to submit statements of their candidates' qualifications.
This statement applied w the
primary elections which determined the candidates' certifica.tions for the November 5 election.
The PCP, along with other
minor parties, was requested to
prove that Tijerina and other
PCP candidates were. duly nominated by the party.
Tijerina Ruled Ineligible
Upon investigation, Tijerina
was ruled unqualified as a gubernatorial candidate since he was
pronounced guilty of a :felony,
Witt said. He was found guilty
of detaining or impeding a federal officer in Echo Canyon Amphitheater.
Tijerina's lawYer, John Sutin,
asserted in a brief w the court
that under New Mexico law, Tijerina would have been found
guilty of a misdmeanor for his

actions in Echo Canyon.
Sutin also contended that Tijerina should be considered innocent until a decision on his
appeal is reached, Witt disagrees
on this point saying that once
a judgment of guilt has been
reached, the defendant is presumed guilty until proven otherwise.
Evil Intentio1llf
"The government had evil intentions of converting a civil ease
into a criminal case,'' Tijerina
said.
"I think elections are a public
question,'' Tijerina said, "Boston
Witt has no say over elections
since they fall within the public
rather than judicial rights. His
interpretation of the law represents that of a Democratic Party
machine," Tijerina said.
A hearing yesterday denied a

motion for a temporary restraining order holding back the mailing of absentee ballots that do not
include all of the PCP nominees
as qualified ca11didates,
Witt said that it would be difncult for a :;tate supreme court
ruling on the issue since absentee
ballots must be printed and in
the hands of the county clerks 15
days before Nov. 5. The supreme
court is expected to reach a final
decision Monday on whether the
PCP candidaw.s should be in•
eluded on the general election
ballot.

CALLING U

This
Week

1. FIRE

Thursday, Oct. 17
Domes Club movie, Tl'•e Child :Molest<!r;
Union Faculty Lounge; 8 p.m.
Gmdua.te Committee; Union Room 263;
10 a.m.
A WS Executive Council; Union Room

~

410HarvardS.E.
Ca11247-4203
Other Times 242-9632

Song Title

2. HEY JUDE/Flip

3.
4.
5.
G.

8.
9.

10.

BY RICHARD L. SITTER

Friday, October 18, 1968

MY SPECIAL ANGEL
GIDL WATCHER.
MIDNIGHT CONFESSlONS
THOSE WERE THE DAYS
QVERYOU
ELENORE
Ll=LE GREEN APPLES
WHITE ROOM

Artist
Art Brown
Beat!es

Record Co.
Atlantic

o·~ions

ABG

Vogu<!S

Gt'aSSroota
1llarY l!Gpldn

Union Ga:p

Turtles
0. C. Smith
Cream

Apple
Reprise

Dnnhill
Apple
Columbia
W. Whale
Columbia.
Atee

Last
Week
{ 2)

Bl
( ()

(1}

( 8)

(15)

(14}

( 6)
(10)

NATIONAL SOUND SURVEY-DAILY 315 P.M.
)

4201 Central N.E. 265·7410
6901 Lomas N.E, 268-6848

PICK HIT
I Love How You Love Me-Bobby Vinton-(Epic)

230; 6 :3{} p,m.

Society of Cinema: Union Room 171; 7
p.m..
Radical Rush; Union Room 118; 7 p.m.
Newman Student Organiza,.tion: Union
Room 231A; 7 p.m.
Vigilantes; Union Room 250C; 7:30p.m.
Dam"" Club; Uninn Room 129; 7:30 p.m.
NlllU Board; Union Room ~39; 7:30
p.m.
German Club Film; Thenter• 8 p,m.
Chess Club; Union Room 23iD; 8 p.m.
Ski Olub: Union Room 250D; 8 p ..m~
Student Gov't Community Action Party;
Uninn Room 253; 8. p.m.
UCD filma; EE-201; 6 :30-8 :30 p.m.

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1960 FORD GALAXIE, 4-door bru:dt.op,
v . .s. Automatic. transm.jgsion, ndio &
heater. $200. 1724 Lend SE, a£te, 4 and
on weekends.
1964 WHl'I'E MERCURY METEOR. Excellent rondition. power steering. brake.:J.
tmtll!tnission. Heater & radio. $500. Call
256-2219.
1968 MONTESSA SCORPION 250ce. Save
$260 on 900 mfie, like new Bike. p..,.
call 277-4744, evenings •ee at 261a Da-

kota NE, Avt. 5.

CORRALES WINESAP APPLES. Freshly
picked. Crisp and tangy. For eating,
cooking & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only $4 for a (0-pound box. Delivered
w the Unlveroity area. Call 898-Q450.
1966 SEARS MOTORCYC:LE 106 ce. 4.
cycle. Li1<e new. Gary .Tobni!On, 298-8623.
1965 vw Sedan. Excellent condition. can
277-5209, Dr. Fritz Kempter.
TWO STUDEN'l' NURSE'S UNIFORMS,
Complete. Size 12. Very good condition.
can 2·l1-ll170 after & p,lll.
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door. V-8,
l!Mio, Heater. kldng $250. Come by
Lobo offu:e, don't call hk !J)r Bnrton.
1965 llUCATl 25Qce Mot.cn:cycle. Newly
painted metalic blue. Mmt go. $360 with
helfet, extra I!Pro<:ket. Call 268-3065.
1967 SUZUKI-150ec. One owner. $295.00.

can 255-1GM.

1967 GREEN TRIUMPll Spitfire. $1345.
Engine irt excellent sha:pe; 2>l m.p.g.. in
town.. Call299.9161,
HELP WANTED
PHOTOGRAPHERS-shoot for The Lobo.
Long hours, lousy lab worse equivment.
A challenge !or llnY man and $2 a picture. Make application 1.0 any Lobo
editor. Rm. 158, Student Pub wing o!
the J01I1'1l&liom Building (at Yale and
Central).

THIS CR'OSOE needs a girl Friday; "
personable, n""t and aecurate typist for
general office work. Mon.•Fri. 1 or :1
p.m.-6 p.m. Write resume c/o 'UNM
LOBO, P.O. Box 20, 0NM.
FRESHMEN AND WOMEN-and anyone
else who rer:t.l11 cares-you, can loin The
Lobo ss a tub reporter, work long houn;
fm: low, low pay, and eventutllly work
YOur' way up to a real position on the
Paper. Positions limited bY bnaglilation

~~~-~~==~~~~~------
MISCELLANEOUS

House Decorations

We'll teach you to
speak a foreign
·e
in thirteen weeks.
Free!
You name it, we've got it. The biggest selection in town. Urdu and Tagalog and Swahili and Hindi
and Quechua and Spanish and French and Portuguese. To list a few. All free for the learning. And
when we say learning we don't mean ordinary speak and listen and read le.1rning. ~o sir. When we
teach you a language we teach you to cook in it, teach in it, play basketball in it, build sanitation
facilities and farm cooperatives in it. We teach
you to climb mountain:; and span rivers in it.
to ba\·e patience and undcrst<mdin~ in it, to
do something importnnt in i~. to look at yourself and the world in it.
· We teach )'OU to make friends and gel
along with people in it. And \VC even supply the
friends and people. Yes sir. With e\·ery foreign
language you get, absolutely Cree, an invitatiorl to spend two years in a matching foreign
country.
So hurry! Hurry! Don't delay. It's the
chance of a lifetime. No catthes. No gimmicks.
Nothing to pay. You see, it's all part of a promotion for a product we're interested in pushing, Peace.
Write: The Peace Corps. Washingtort, D.C.
20525• •

WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapefl, for class lect.uri!S. Cheap ($) but

sturdy. Call 268·2139 eveninl!ll or come
by LOBO office• .T. Miloglav,
PLEASE belp Cesar Chavez and ml~ttant
workerS I Picket aupermark<>ts in Grape
Boycott;. Meet at Newman Center: Wed.
4.:30 PM; Sat. 11:30 AM.
WANTED: Prople interested in redueod
air fari!S to Woshin~tton, P.C. ror Chr!at..
111M. Group fare will be $166.00. Call
11Jar.y, ext. 2326, or 842-95112, a.ftel- 5:30
p.m. Remember there will be no stand·
by or student rates during Christnlos.
W AN'l'ED: Two boshel!l tor sorority
hou.se. Phone 242·9273.
THill PLEDGE CLASS of Phi Gamma Del·
t& ehaUeng-es atiy one w do .at!Ythhlg •t
any time.·
PERSONAL
2 GffiLS need third girl for roommate tor
nle<> house In Rldgl!erest. $51 ,. month.
Call 256-4351 or 247-2333.
llOA'RD AND ROOM
t WILL provide toom & 'boarcl !or an:r girl
willlng to help with oomo hou•ekcep!ng
& baby alttlrtg; for 2 school-age children.
266·1768 evenll)gll.

PUDttSilEil AS A PU8LIC SERVICE IN COOPERATI<)N
WITH THE 1\0VERTISII'IG COUNCil
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U.S. Emphasizes
Hanoi J-lindering.
Bombing Pause

Top Ten In
Albuquerque Today

855-4551
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Sutin said that 800 of 4300 absentee ballots were not counted
in the primary election because
they were returned to their respective county clerks later than .
the legal deadline.
PCP candidates for president
and vice-president were also disqualified, Sutin said, because two
of the four PCP electors were
not certified. Sutin said he felt
that these electors should be re~
placed (as in the case when an
elector resigns or dies) rather
than disqualifying the candidates
they represent.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity members work to complete their house
World's Greatest Show"-before judging of displays begms at 5:00 p.m. today. The theme for this year's Homecoming is Cinerama '68. The public tour of the 27 houses deocrated will
begin at 6:30 tonight. Cars should enter the campus from Girard.

decoratio~-"The

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Administration officials said Thursday Hanoi-not Saigon-was delaying agreement on a three-point
American plan which would permit President Johnson to halt all
bombing of North VietNam without increasing risk to allied forces.
The officials said, however, they
were optimistic that an agreement could be achieved in the near
future. Part of their optimism
apparently stems from the fact
that fot• the first time, the Soviet
Union has played a part in attempting to bring the two sides
closer together,
The sticking point, informed
sources said, was Hanoi's failure
so far to give quite as firm an
assurance as President Johnson
wanted that the Communists
would not try in any way to take
advantage of an end to all allied
air and naval attacks against the
North.
White House Silent
The White House and the state

With Campus Tour

Homecoming Activities Begin Tonight
It's Homecoming 1968 at UNM
and activities get underway tonight at 6:30 with a. tour of campus dormitories and sorority and
fraternity houses. Judging of the
27 displays will begin at 5 p.m.
Cars wi11 enter from Girard
and proceed through the campus
on a zig zag tour which should
take about one hour. UNM police
ltave asked that all cars parked
along the route be removed by 4
p.m. today.
Gaines Reigns
Mary Sue Gaines, who was
crowned queen Wednesday night
of the 44th annual Homecoming
will reign over the entire weekend's activities, which will revolve
around the theme of "Cinerama
'68.'' This year the classes of '58,
'43 and '18 are being honored.
Alumni may register until 6
p.m. today including the noon
hour and tomorrow between 8
a.m. and 11:30 a.m. The Alummobile will leave every half hour
from Johnson Gym parking Jot
for a tour of the campus.
While cars continue to move

along the house decorations route
students wili be screaming their
lungs out at the pep rally which
begins at 7: 30 p.m. The UNM
cheerleaders and chaparrals are
in charge of the rally, which will
feature two rock bands and the
UNM pep band, snake dances,
skits and plenty of noise.
The Group Axis, ATCO recording artists, will perform at the
Homecoming dance wnight following the pep raily. Tickets are
-1.50 per couple and $1 per person and can be purchased at the
Popejoy Hall ticket officE! or at the
door. Winners of the house decorations will be announced at the
danee.
Orchestra Series
The UNM Orchestra will begin
its series with a special concert in
honor of the alumni tonight at
8:15 in the Popejoy Concert Hall.
Kurt Frederick is conductor with
Mauricio Fuks, featured violin
soloist. Tickets are $1.50 general
admission and $1 children.
Saturday's activities get underway at 8 a.m. with the Golden

Photos of 1-furricane
Taken bY A S t ron aU t S
' SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON

1UPI)-The
Apollo 7 astronauts,
1
chipper .and confident near the end
of a week in space, got a ringside
seat on hurricane Gladys Thurs. day and geared up 1or a long firing o£ their big rocket engine.
Clicking photographs like tourists at the Grand Canyon and
jumping around their spacecraft
"like monkeys in a cage," Walter
Schirrn, Donn Eisele and Walt
Cunningham speed through the
seventh day o£ their 11-day dress
· rehearsal for a trip to the moon.
Thlil astronauts put on the fourth televised performance of the
"Lovely Apollo Room" show, a
series on which the ratings seemed to be slipping a bit, but cancel-

.
led a fifth scheduled f()r Friday
to Pr•epare :for the "burn."
The next scheduled show from
orbit will be at 7 :45 a.m. MDT
Saturday.
"A doozy," Commander Schirra
gasped as the spacecraft sailed
over Gladys' awe 8 0 m e eye,
sprawled off the western cost of
Florida and radiating squall Jines
for 250 miles.
"The hu:rricane was really
something to see. I haven't seen
arlything like that ever.''
The weather bureau said the
storm would probably push due
north into Florida, missing the At!antic Ocean recovery area where
Apollo 1 will splash down at 5:12
a.m. MDT Tuesday, if everything
follows script.

Alumni Breakfast in Room 230 of
the Union.
The Homecoming parade wiii
begin at 9:30 a.m. on Redondo
Drive in :front of Coronado Dorm
and proceed west on Central to
University and wind up on Mesa
Vista. Floats will be judged at the
reviewing stand near the beginning of the route.
Tours of new buildings and additions to the campus have been
planned for Saturday for returning alumni. Of special interest
are tours of two recently completed buildings, given a naw look to
the UNI\1: campus - the University College and Health Center
and the Engineering College's
Farris Center.
Alumni will attend a special
Lobo Chuckwagon dinner from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.tn. at the Arena
located west of University Stadium on University Boulevard.
A varied half-time sht>W including a close-order drill, a chariot
race and a marching display will
be featured at tomorrow afternoon's game at 1:30 against the

San Jose State Spartans.
The UNM marching band will
honor the Homecoming queen
with a march routine organizing
the musicians in a crown.
Concert at 8:15
The Sergio Mendes and Brasil
'66 concert will begin at 8:15 p.m.
in the UNM Arena. The famed
ensemble, who have been constant
record sellers since their association with Herb Alpert and his Tijuana Brass, will play for approximately two hours.
Tickets are still available at the
Popejoy Hall Ticket office for $6,
$5, $4 and $3 with a $1 discount
for UNM students. Tickets will
also be available at the door.
A special Alumni dance honoring the Class of 1958 will begin
at the Western Skies Mntor Hotel
at 9 p.m.
The Dixieland A1lstars will perform in the cafeteria and Jack
Shearing and his archestra will
play in the ballroom. Tickets are
$1.50 per couple and can be purchased at the Popejoy Hall ticket
office or at the door.

~2IS...~.a!~di~.~.•.~~.~;~:~

tion ()f the validity of ROTC on
campus erupted at a Radical Rush
meeting Thursday evening.
Chnirman Allen Cooper said,
"There are a lot of people who
question the validity of ROTC.''
R a wa1 R ush 15
' seekin g to 11 ave
ROTC removed from the campus
because "its sol7 y,ur~ose is to
teach people ~o k!ll, satd qooper.
He ~aid he ~Id not feel thts was
co~stst~nt Wt~h the purp?se of a
~ntversity 'Yhtch ?e says ts teachmg acad:nnc s~bJects,. •
Ctrculatmg Pebhon
Members of Radical Rush in
conjunction with Brown Berets,
a:re currently circulating a petition for the recall of the city commissioners beeause, states the petition 1 "We believe that the city
commissioners have violated their
duties as elect!!d offieials of the
people by the Commission'11 continned refusal to exercise its pow-

a·

police department which protects
the :rights and liberties of the
people."
They need 3,800 names on the
petition in order to bring a referendum before the people of AJbuq uerq ue·
Civilian Review Board
Another referendum was proposed to establish a civilian police
review board, also in conjunction
with the Brown Berets. They
want an 11-member board composed of one Negro, two Indians,
three "Chicanos" (Mexican and
Spanish Americans) and five
Anglos," said Tom Salazar, a
Radical Rush member.
Ron Bell, KUNM news director,
asked for people who have "had
trouble" with Albuquerque police
to appear on a proposed program
to be aired in the future. Bell
said he was not sure when the
program would be scheduled.

department continued to keep all
details of the proposals and negotiations secret. Officials obviously
were dismayed that news of the
Johnson plan had leaked out of
Saigon, where th United States
was discussing it with South Viet•
namese officials, before there had
been time to iron out all details
with Hanoi.
Reports from Paris said it was
Saigon that .was delaying the
agreement in part because of re~
sentment over U.S. willingness to
include the National Liberation
Front, the Viet Cong's political
arm, in expanded peace talks.
Hang-up in Hanoi
However, a canvass of representatives here of the allied forces
fighting in South Viet Nam with
the United States supported the
contention by U,S, officials that
the hang-up was in Hanoi.
Johnson is understood to have
offered to end all bombings of the
North on three conditions:
-Restoration of the demilitarized zone between North and
South Viet Nam, which is now being used by Hanoi as a base for
operations against the South.
-An end to all military attacks
against South Vietnamese cities
and terrorism within the towns. cc.,,
Saigon Must Confer
-Agreement that the Saigon
government, which Hanoi considers "puppets" of the United
States and pre'{iously has refused
to deal with, be admitted w fullfledged peace talks which are to
begin when the bombing stops.

Bar Association
Plans Reception
For Tomorrow
As part of a continuing effort
to maintain contact between present and :former law students, the
Student Bar Association (SBA)
will hold a reception for UNM
law school graduates Oct. 19 at
the Sundowner.
The SBA at UNM serves a dual
purpose hy sponsoring and coordinating professional, and social
activities of law students on campuS'.
In November delegates will be
sent to Wyoming to participate in
"moot" (simulated) court competition. A brief will be presented
by the delegates concerning the
legality of the Vietnamese war.
Contestants will argue their eases
in simulated Supreme Court procedure. UNM's opponents will be
the University of Arizona, ColO' u ...
rado University, and the University of Wyoming.
Forum speakers in local high
schools are frequently provided
by SBA. Recently the problem of
bankruptcy was discussed by law
students at Rio Grande High
School. Simulated court room procedure might be presented to stu·dents at Valley High School sometime during the year.
Newly elected officers of SBA
are Bob Young, president; Jim
Brandenburg, first vice-president;
Jim Wiseman, second vice-president; Elizabeth Love, secretary;
John Echohawk, treasurer; Camille Evans and Louis Marjon,
freJlhman class representatives.

